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ABSTRACT

The pressure, temperature, and molar specific heat ratio were calculated using an adiabatic
compression apparatus. The initial volume and the final volume were calculated using πr2h
where h is the height of the cylinder. Using Data Studio Software we were able to analyze
the behavior of the gas under consideration. The gases that were were analyzed were air and
argon. Air is a diatomic gas and argon is a monotomic gas. With the Data Studio Software
we were able to compute the final pressures and the final temperatures for both gases and
compare them to the values that we acquired using the equations derived in the introduction
section. The results acquired confirmed that the adiabatic compression principles were reliable
in explaining the behavior of gas being compressed in such a fashion. The errors acquired for
the temperature, pressure, and molar specific heat ratios were < 10%.

1. Introduction
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Fig. 1.— Diagram of adiabatic compression ap-
paratus.

An adiabatic process is one in which no heat
is gained or lost by the system. The process
occurs very rapidly or very slowly and does not
allow for heat to be transferred into or out of
the system. If Q = 0 than using the first law of
thermodynamics we get

Q = 0 (1)
∆Eint = Q + W (2)

Therefore by definition

∆Eint = W = −P∆V (3)

1The authors would like to thank Los Angeles City
College for the use of their facilities

dEint = nCvdT = −PdV (4)

Taking the differential of the ideal gas law we see
that

PdV + V dP = nRdT (5)

Eliminating dT from both of these equations
4 and 5

PdV + V dP = − R

Cv
PdV (6)

R = Cp − Cv (7)
(8)

treating them as seperable variable differential
equations

dV
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+
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P
= −
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)
dV

V
= (1− γ)

dV

V
(9)

dP

P
+ γ

dV

V
= 0 (10)

after we integrate both sides we get

ln P + γ ln V = c (11)
PV γ = c (12)

The equation that we use to find the slope of the
ln Pv. ln V is

ln P = −γ ln V + c (13)
slope = −γ (14)

The variables in the above equations are de-
fined as followed. P is pressure, V is volume, R
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is the gas constant = 8.314 J/mol.K, W is work,
γ = Cp

Cv
, T is the temperature in Kelvins, ∆Eint

is the internal energy, and Q is the heat. Us-
ing the adiabatic compression equation and the
ideal gas law equation we can calculate theoreti-
cal values for the temperature, pressure, and the
molar specific heat ratio. By comparing the two
we can calculate an error for the experiment.

2. Method

2.1. Equipment Used

Equipment Serial
Adiabatic compression Apparatus n/a
12 V DC adapter n/a
Pasco signal interface box n/a
Pasco data studio software n/a
Computer n/a
Argon gas n/a

2.2. Procedure

This experiment was conducted using the
Pasco Data Studio Software, some knowledge
of the program is needed in conducting this ex-
periment. Calibration of the equipment had
to be conducted prior to the experiment, for the
pressure sensor, volume sensor, and temperature
sensor. There are three formulas that have to
be included in the data studio software analysis,
the formulas are

Vvolume = 32.43V + 79.09 (15)
Ppressure = 100V (16)

Ttemperature = 33.967V + 295.425 (17)

Where the V on the right hand side of the equa-
tion is voltage. The first run consisted on apply-
ing an adiabatic compression on air, data was
acquired at 1000 Hz for precision. data was an-
alyzed using the software and four graphs were
plotted. Pressure v. time, temperature v. time,
pressure v. volume, and Ln P v. Ln V. The sec-
ond run consisted on applying an adiabatic com-
pression on a sample of argon gas. A more de-
tailed explanation of the procedure can be found
in the Los Angeles City College Physics 102 lab
manual

3. Results and Discussion

There are three calculations that were per-
formed during this experiment for each of the
gases. The final temperature, the final pressure
, and the molar specific heat ratio were calcu-
lated using the graphs that were plotted using

the Data Studio Software (included at the end
of this report). Using the ideal gas law and
equation 12 we are able to calculate the theoret-
ical values for these measurements and compare
them to the experimental values acquired from
the graphs.

Dcylinder(cm3) 4.426
Vlower(cm3) 96.93
Vupper(cm3) 238.48
Pinitial(Pa) 1.013× 105

Tinitial(K) 295.425
Table 3.1 Initial values acquired prior to con-

ducting the experiment.
where D is diameter, V is volume, P is pres-

sure, and T is temperature. The experimental
values that are included in the next table were
rough approximations acquired from the graphs
that were printed out, so there will be some error
due to the approximation. The theoretical val-
ues were acquired using the following equations

Pf = Pi

(
Vi

Vf

)γ

(18)

Tf =
TiPfVf

PiVi
(19)

these equations are just manipulations of the adi-
abatic equation and the ideal gas law.

Pf (KPa) Tf (K) γ W(J)
Experimental(Air) 346 406 1.36 26.5
Theoretical(Air) 357 422 1.4 33.7
Experimental(Ar) 441 511 1.59 16
Theoretical(Ar) 480 568.96 1.67 25.78
Error(Air) 3.8 % 3.7 % 2.8 % 20.7%
Error(Ar) 8.1 % 10 % 4.7 % 36%

Table 3.1 Results from the experiment.

4. Conclusion

The purpose of this experiment was to confirm
the accuracy of the thermodynamic principles of
gases. The experiment verified that the equa-
tions derived in the introduction section can pre-
dict how a gas will behave when undergoing an
adiabatic compression. The errors acquired were
very small. When calculating the work by tak-
ing an approximation of the area under the curve
for the graph we acquired larger errors. The pos-
sible sources of errors in this experiment could
have been acquired by means of taking approxi-
mations when calculating the final pressure and
temperature from the graphs that were printed
out. A big source of error when calculating the
work can also be accounted by the approxima-
tions. Other sources of error could have been
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acquired from equipment calibration, and also
from the accuracy of the calculation for the ini-
tial and final volumes. Overall this experiment
verified the adiabatic compression and expansion
principles.
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